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 Your shopping cart X Testimonials First class security practice for the critical infrastructure "B-Alert is a first class security practice for the critical infrastructure. It helps companies across industries from oversea to local industries worldwide. The software is intuitive, easy to use, high-performing and effective, but the real value is the service as a whole. B-Alert is the new normal for cybersecurity."
John Inch Solutions Architect, Domain Technologies The ‘Leading in the cyber-industry’ "B-Alert is the leading in the cyber-industry. By combining great technology and the best knowledgable staff in the business, we have developed a hugely successful platform. Our customers have confidence that B-Alert is the only one of its kind in the market, and we are rightly proud of that." Steve Sim

Technical Lead, B-Alert What our customers say "As our public cloud infrastructure grows, B-Alert has become an essential part of our security strategy, providing both real-time monitoring and comprehensive analysis of our systems. The depth of their expertise and the breadth of the support provided by the staff is second to none."Progress in optimizing image-guided therapies for cancer. With the
continued development of imaging modalities, including the most recent innovations such as diffusion and perfusion imaging, and the improvement of image-guided navigation systems, more accurate and less invasive image-guided therapies for cancer are becoming a reality. Research efforts are being made to improve the image guidance through the incorporation of novel technology into preclinical
and clinical trials. A variety of approaches are being considered for imaging-based guidance. In this review, we focus on the recent advances in the development of image-guided therapies for cancer, and highlight the technological advances in imaging guidance systems and the optimization of image-guided therapies."Something is happening here. You don't know what it is, but it's happening." What
can an MPM do? The most important aspect is organisation and IT. You need to have a clear chain of command, with people who can focus on what they are good at, without having to worry about other things. For that you need an IT person who can set up a single person communication, and manage data between all the different e-mails and people, and report system issues. I have worked with a lot
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